The Society for Vascular Surgery is creating a private online community, SVSConnect, with a number of resources for SVS members and their peers. This new collaborative online community will let members connect and engage with, and learn from, fellow members and peers on an infinite number of topics. It is expected to launch by late 2018.

Members will enjoy:

Member Directory Search: Locate colleagues by name, location, practice or area of interest

User-Friendly Forums: Connect and communicate with fellow members on topics large and small via computer, phone or table.

Mentor Match: Share resources and experiences as a mentor or mentee, and work together to achieve professional and personal goals.

Resource Sharing: See attachments posted to discussions, archived in a dedicated Resource Library. Members can add documents to share at any time.

SVS will tell members more about this exciting addition via Pulse, the SVS website, email and Vascular Specialist. Be on the lookout for more information about this new community!
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